
5-IN-1 
REFLECTOR 
I use this constantly 
in both the studio 
and on location. I use 
the refl ective sides 
(white, silver, gold) 
to bounce light, 
such as enhancing 
the catchlights in 
a model’s eyes or 
providing fi ll light. 
I use the transparent 
layer to reduce 
the harshness of 
direct sun and 
the black side to 
create shadows on 
a model’s face to 
enhance contours.

Show us the contents of YOUR camera bag and you could win a brand new Lowepro 
Classifi ed Sling 180 AW (worth £109) to put it all in. The 180AW can accommodate a 
DSLR, 2x 70-200mm f/2.8 size lenses, a laptop and much more, and the sling design 
makes it comfy to carry yet easy to access. Email us at wdc@ipcmedia.com for our 
technical requirements. And visit www.lowepro.com for more about the bag.WIN

NIKON D700 
Wedding backup 
digital camera 
body.  When in 
your hand it’s 
almost identical 
to the D800. The 
only noticeable 
difference is a 
smaller fi le size if 
cropped heavily 
(and no video 
option either).
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Coventry-based wedding and model photographer Matt 
runs photography workshops from his studio, teaching 
portraiture and studio lighting www.matthewosbornephotography.co.uk

PEGS 
I always have some 
pegs in my camera 
bag. I use them 
with models to pin 
clothing and hair, to 
hang the refl ector 
and to hold draps/ 
backdrops in place.

YONGNUO 
SPEEDLIGHT 
Manual fl ash, no TTL 
option. Exceptional 
value for money. Can 
be used the same as 
a Nikon SB600 on 
the hotshoe or with 
wireless triggers for 
off-camera fl ash.  

YONGNUO 
RF603 
Nikon-specifi c 
speedlight triggers/
receivers. Allow you 
to fi re multiple off-
camera speedlights 
for creative lighting. 

NIKON 
D800 
My primary DSLR 
for weddings and 
portraits. The 
large fi les give 
great fl exibility for 
creative cropping. 
Originally bought 
to shoot HD 1080p 
cinematography/
videography work.

NIKON 50MM 
F/1.2 AIS 
Manual focus lens 
that I shoot wide 
open for the soft, 
dreamy look the 
lens gives. Very 
shallow focus and 
great for head 
shots. Lens is very 
good in low light 
conditions when 
f/1.4 is not quite 
fast enough.

NIKON 200MM 
F/2 AIS 
Manual focus large, 
heavy lens. My 
favourite for outdoor 
photography. Very 
very sharp wide 
open at f/2. Fantastic 
bokeh.  

NIKON FM SLR
35mm fi lm camera. 
Accepts all the lenses 
I use on the 
D800. Very compact 
and packed full of 
features for such 
a low secondhand 
price. 

SAMYANG 
85MM F/1.4 
Manual focus lens 
that is sharp wide 
open (sharper than 
my Nikon 85mm 
f/1.4D lens). Great 
portrait lens that 
offers exceptional 
value for money.

NIKON 35MM 
F/1.4G 
Autofocus lens 
that is very usable 
shot wide open. 
Useful focal length 
for wedding 
photography. Great 
for group shots 
and photojournalist 
stylist shots. Fast, 
quiet AF for those 
that like AF lenses.

FILM 
I shoot mainly Kodak 
TMAX 100 & 400 B&W 
fi lm. Very fi ne grain 
fi lm that I develop at 
home in the kitchen 
using a Paterson tank. 

SD CARDS 
I use 32GB SanDisk 
Extreme cards and 
shoot Raw+Fine JPEG 
fi les on both digital 
bodies. The high 
capacity is also useful 
for video capture.

IN THE 
BAG
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